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THE PROLIFERATION OF DISTRIBUTED ENERGY
resources (DERs) at the edge of the grid, such as residential solar photovoltaics and batteries, has created the
opportunity for aggregators to manage multiple customers
(hereafter referred to as active customers) and their DERs
to participate in energy and ancillary service markets and
provide various local and system-level grid services. These
aggregators strive to create a large portfolio involving
thousands of active customers and thus achieve the flexDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MPE.2021.3072819
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ibility to create a substantial aggregated response at the
system level.
At the same time, if this aggregated response is not adequately managed, the simultaneous power exports (or imports)
can result in voltages and currents well beyond the limits of
the distribution network. As the volume of DERs participating in system and market operation increases, the more necessary it is to ensure network integrity. But the big barrier
for most distribution companies is that they cannot directly
control DERs or aggregators because of the unbundling rules
of deregulated electricity markets.
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Setting the length of the intervals, the length of the horizon, and
how often operating envelopes are calculated have associated
tradeoffs between accuracy and complexity.

Currently, a common solution to mitigate excessive
power flows is a region-wide, fixed export limit at customer
connection points (e.g., the 5-kW limit for single-phase connections in Australia). However, such a fixed limit can be
overly prohibitive (as it is determined based on worst-case
scenarios) and/or inadequate (as it can become outdated when
DER penetration grows). To this end, an alternative approach
called operating envelopes can become a more effective and
efficient way to facilitate bottom-up system-level market
participation and provision of grid services from the edge
of the grid.
In this concept, distribution companies first calculate,
in real time or day ahead, operating envelopes (timevarying export or import limits) at the connection point
of the customers’ premises (where the meter is located).
This information is then given to aggregators to consider
as a constraint when deciding how to manage their DER
portfolio for energy and ancillary services participation.
Furthermore, local market and pricing mechanisms are
envisioned to be managed by the distribution company,
which could price network-related constraints and services
in an integrated manner with wholesale energy and ancillary services.
A key advantage of the operating envelope approach is
that it allows the distribution companies to ensure network
integrity without having direct control of the DERs or the
aggregator. This also enables maximization of the capacity
that can be allocated in near real time to different DERs, thus
maximizing the volume of flexibility that can be provided
upstream. Moreover, the development of network-aware
local services that are integrated with wholesale markets
can increase the overall market efficiency across different “products” and the electricity value chain. This allows
aggregators to improve their business case by co-optimizing
their bids across multiple markets and increase profits for
their customers.
This article provides foundational insights on what
operating envelopes are and how they can facilitate the
provision of flexibility and grid services and relevant market participation for DER aggregations. We discuss how
operating envelopes could be practically implemented by
industry, including an overall architecture and an example
methodology for determining operating envelopes. We
also look at the role of reactive power to access network
capacity for provision of flexibility, the impact of flexibility temporal aspects on market interaction, and the
july/august 2021

potential challenges that need to be overcome to make
operating envelopes a reality.

Integrating Local and System-Level
Network and Market Services
Traditionally, energy and ancillary services are acquired
from resources within the transmission network, and
the interactions between the transmission and distribution networks have been straightforward. Local network
support in the distribution network is typically provided
through the network assets owned by the distribution companies. Consequently, as the opportunity for residential
DERs to provide both system-level services and local network support emerges, a new architecture is also necessary
to enable these interactions across the entire power system.
Under this new paradigm, three key roles are envisaged to
enable and facilitate the emerging activities from the edge
of the grid (e.g., aggregation of residential DERs):
✔✔ the distribution system operator (DSO)
✔✔ the distribution market operator (DMO, which in
some jurisdictions might be associated with the DSO
in different ways)
✔✔ the aggregator.
The DSO is the evolutionary form of a distribution company, an entity now also responsible for actively managing
network access limits of active customers by calculating and
issuing operating envelopes. The aggregator is responsible
for managing the DERs of active customers to participate
in wholesale markets, including ensuring their availability
when services are needed, making bids in the relevant markets, and sending final dispatch signals to each of the active
customers. There can be multiple aggregators participating
in the market in the same region. Lastly, the DMO is responsible for clearing the local market and carrying out a financial settlement with the aggregators while simultaneously
interacting with the bulk energy system and markets.
In addition to the three key roles, a distribution market platform is also required as a central transaction hub
to facilitate the interactions among all participants in the
day-to-day operations. This central hub enables a more
transparent approach for the parties involved, which can
be particularly important when there are multiple aggregators. An infographic summarizing the interactions among
participants in the distribution market platform and the
key activities under the proposed architecture is shown
in Figure 1.
ieee power & energy magazine
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figure 1. An infographic of the proposed architecture.
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From Fixed Import/Export Limits
to Operating Envelopes
Existing aggregators typically control DERs without considering the underlying constraints in distribution networks,
such as voltage and thermal limits. This is justified because
this is a systemic network issue that needs to be resolved in
the presence of multiple competing parties. Also, aggregators do not have access to the necessary data to model the
network. Aggregators simply need to comply with the fixed
export/import limits that are associated with the connection
point of each DER customer in their portfolio.
For instance, in Australia, an aggregator can inject up
to 5 kW per phase (a residential export limit used by many
distribution companies today). However, given the variable
nature of customer demand and local generation, such a
fixed export limit can be too constraining at times when the
network can deal with larger power flows (i.e., there is still
available voltage headroom and thermal capacity). Moreover, as DER penetration grows, fixed export limits might
prove insufficient in ensuring network integrity since there
will be more customers injecting power simultaneously.
Therefore, the use of operating envelopes—time-varying
export/import limits—at the connection point of active customers can ensure network integrity while unlocking further
flexibility, thus addressing the drawbacks of fixed limits.

Operating Envelope Fundamental Concepts
The concept of operating envelopes for active power and how
they differ from the fixed export limits already employed
by many distribution companies (in Australia and around
the world) is illustrated by Figure 2. The low-voltage (LV)
feeder shown in the figure has four single-phase customers,
of which two are active customers, as denoted by 1 and 2 .
For each passive customer (i.e., nonaggregator-managed
customer), the maximum permitted power exports/imports
are fixed at all times, as per connection agreements with the
distribution company and/or the local electricity regulations.
These fixed limits for power imports/exports are shown as
flat red lines.
On the other hand, for each active customer, the maximum permitted power exports/imports are periodically (e.g.,
every 5 min) issued by the distribution company. Overall,
this results in the time-varying red curves shown in Figure 2,
which ultimately define the operating envelope for the corresponding active customer. The fixed limits of a passive customer are shown as gray lines to illustrate that the permitted
range under the operating envelope can be larger or smaller
than the fixed limits (as it depends on the available voltage
headroom and thermal capacity throughout the day).
Given that the operating envelopes will be used by aggregators to determine the most profitable way of exploiting
their DER portfolio, the values need to be made available in
advance. This also means that certain information must be
forecasted by the distribution company when calculating the
operating envelopes for the horizon of interest.
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Lastly, the operating envelope is defined by two limits,
one for power imports and one for power exports. For illustration purposes, the focus of this article is on active power
exports as it is expected to be a common service provided by
aggregators to help the system balance demand and supply.
The same principle also applies to power imports.

Calculating the Operating Envelopes
The operating envelopes of active customers at a given time
interval are calculated by assessing their maximum feasible exports. This can be achieved in different ways. For
instance, the optimal power flow used at the transmission
level could be adapted for three-phase LV feeders to determine the maximum exports of each customer while still satisfying network constraints. Another, perhaps more practical, approach is to run a series of power flow calculations
that explore different combinations of the power exports
from active customers.
In either case, the net demand of passive customers as well
as three-phase voltage magnitudes at the head of the feeder
(Figure 2) are required; these can come from recent measurements or forecasted values. This, in turn, means that advanced
metering infrastructure (also known as smart meters), headof-the-feeder monitoring, and an adequate three-phase model
of the circuit are needed to make such calculations possible.
A simplified flowchart of the basic process to calculate operating envelopes is shown in Figure 3.
Given that a set of operating envelopes is to be determined for each of the intervals (e.g., every 15 min) in the
horizon of interest (e.g., the next 6 h), the process in Figure 3
is repeated for each of the intervals using the corresponding
forecasted values. Since operating envelopes are used in an
operational setting, their calculation also must be routinely
carried out (e.g., every hour) to remain up to date with the
changes of the network state.
Setting the length of the intervals, the length of the
horizon, and how often operating envelopes are calculated
have associated tradeoffs between accuracy and complexity.
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figure 2. Operating envelopes and fixed export limits.
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1 This creates the necessary reference point to perform three-phase power flow analyses of the feeder;
i.e., the head of the LV feeder is the slack bus.
2 Net active and reactive power demand at the connection point of passive customers. Their behavior will affect
the available LV feeder capacity that can be used by active customers.
3 This algorithm combines the three-phase power flow analysis of the LV feeder and a heuristic process to determine
the maximum feasible power exports of active customers following a specific objective (e.g., maximizing total exports,
maximizing equal individual exports, and so on).
4 The final output is the operating envelopes for all active customers, i.e., the maximum feasible power exports that
ensure network integrity. These are the limits active customers (or their aggregators) must comply with at
the corresponding time interval.

figure 3. The basic process to calculate operating envelopes for a given time interval.

For instance, the more frequently operating envelopes are
calculated, the more accurate the forecasted values and,
therefore, the more accurate the operating envelopes are
expected to be. On the other hand, more frequent calculation
of operating envelopes will require more frequent collection
of the input data, which may not be feasible (or cost-effective) for the existing supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) and advanced metering infrastructure of the distribution companies.
Due to the radial and nonlinear nature of distribution
networks, the exports of an active customer located at the
end of a feeder will typically have a larger impact on voltages than those closer to the head of the feeder. This means
that, depending on the objectives or principles adopted in the
power flow-based algorithm (e.g., finding the largest power
exports), the operating envelopes can be significantly different for certain active customers. This affects their potential

Head of
Feeder

figure 4. A simplified one-line diagram of the investigated
LV feeder.
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ability to participate in markets (and receive revenue), raising fairness and equity concerns.
There is no generic answer to “what is the best objective
function” as it depends on what matters to the stakeholders. It is extremely important to understand the implications
of different objective functions on active customers and to
make an informed decision on the choice of function.

Unlocking Flexibility
A case study is presented in this section to demonstrate how
operating envelopes can ensure network integrity and unlock
additional flexibility for aggregators. A simplified one-line
diagram of the investigated LV feeder is shown in Figure 4;
it is based on a real feeder in Victoria, Australia. For this
analysis, the head of the feeder is treated as the slack bus with
a voltage of 422 V line to line [or 1.055 per unit (pu)]. This
boost in voltage above the nominal is a common practice in
Australia to accommodate voltage drops during peak demand
periods. In this feeder, there are 24 single-phase residential
customers (colored arrows) connected to the three-phase
backbone (black lines). The phase connections are indicated
using colored strokes (red, green, and blue). All customers are
assumed to already have photovoltaic systems installed; for
simplicity, the same system size (3.5 kW peak) is considered.
This case study will consider the effects on customer voltages if eight of the 24 customers become active customers
july/august 2021
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figure 5. A comparison between a fixed limit and an operating envelope.
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An active customer located at the far end of the feeder
cannot export any power between noon and 3 p.m. However, an analysis shows that the sum of power exports is
larger than that obtained with the previous objective. For
instance, at noon, the sum of exports is close to 56 kW,
compared with only 28 kW (3.5 kW times eight) when the
objective is to allocate the same operating envelope for all
active customers.

Flexibility and Reactive Power Modeling
Active and Reactive Power Interaction
in DER-Rich Distribution Networks
Reactive power plays a key role in the voltage profile management of distribution networks, which is currently managed through a combination of reactive power compensation
devices and on-load tap changer-fitted transformers. In the
wake of increasing DERs, voltage-rise issues are the main
cause of concern for the DSO. They are the chief drivers for
the establishment of the 5-kW static export limits in Australia. However, an inverter-based DER has the potential to inject/absorb reactive power and thus enable the
DSO to dynamically adjust the network voltage profile to
Maximum Export (kW)

(i.e., purchase a battery system and engage with a DER aggregator). These active customers are denoted with an asterisk
(*) in Figure 4. The considered battery system is rated at
7 kW/13.5 kWh, which is based on the options currently
available in Australia. The effects on network voltages due to
additional power exports by the aggregator (when providing
local and/or system-level services) are analyzed for two different scenarios:
1) adopting the existing fixed limit of 5 kW
2) adopting operating envelopes.
The comparison between these two scenarios is illustrated using Figure 5: the distribution of customer voltages
at noon (during peak photovoltaic generation hours) is illustrated in Figure 5(a), along with the statutory limit (red dotted line); the resulting operating envelope for the entire day
is shown in Figure 5(b). Figure 5(a) shows that the existing
export limit of 5 kW is unable to keep customer voltages
within the statutory limit, while network integrity is ensured
by adopting operating envelopes.
The maximum allowed export at noon is 3.5 kW. The
necessary restrictions to ensure network integrity during
peak photovoltaic generation hours are further illustrated
in Figure 5(b). During solar hours, the operating envelope
is below the 5-kW export limit. The figure also shows that
the operating envelope can unlock further flexibility outside
these hours for active customers and their aggregator (i.e.,
the operating envelope is above the 5-kW export limit).
Since the previous example considers the operating envelopes to be the same for all active customers, the
corresponding objective embeds elements of fairness. However, different objectives can have different outcomes. For
instance, consider an alternative objective: maximize the
sum of power exports from active customers, disregarding
fairness. Using this objective, Figure 6 shows the resulting
operating envelopes. When the objective is to maximize the
sum of power exports, it can result in a large disparity among
active customers.
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figure 6. The resulting operating envelopes to achieve
maximum aggregated power exports. Colored lines: operating envelopes of individual active customers. Dashed gray
line: fixed limit (5 kW).
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facilitate maximum market participation of aggregators. In
this regard and in the context of a distributed energy marketplace, it becomes important to understand the potential economic value of reactive power, especially as reactive power
support from inverter-based DERs could limit their active
power market participation while enabling the participation
of other DERs.
Modeling of the network constraints in the operating
envelope concept is essential for their application to distributed energy markets explicitly considering reactive power.
Detailed distribution network modeling can demonstrate
how additional network capacity can be accessed through
proper management and control of reactive power. A DSO
can expand its reactive power capability either through
investing in reactive power infrastructure (e.g., capacitor
banks) or acquiring reactive power from aggregators. In both
cases, the key question is how to value reactive power from a
network and then market perspectives. From an aggregator’s
point of view, the provision of reactive power could potentially maximize their market revenues, for example, by providing local network capacity support. However, this could
also restrict active power participation from some DERs in
other energy and ancillary service markets. Developing an
understanding of these issues is pivotal to inform decision
making, drive investment, establish relevant business cases,
and bring different actors (DSO, aggregators, and active customers) to the negotiating table.
The underlying challenge is to determine methodologies
suitable for modeling distribution networks considering ac
power flow and all possible combinations of active/reactive
power export/import from all of the DERs, as discussed
previously. In this respect, a useful concept to demonstrate
the idea is that of a nodal operating envelope (NOE), which
characterizes the aggregate network limits as seen upstream
of a given reference node, in contrast to operating envelopes
that specify import/export limits at each DER connection

point. An NOE thus represents the aggregated behavior (i.e.,
minimum/maximum real/reactive power injection/absorption) of downstream resources at a reference node that can
be accommodated without violating the operational limits
of the DERs and the network. Alternatively, an NOE can
be interpreted as the active power import/export capacity of
downstream resources at the reference node, represented as
a function of reactive power.

“Capability” and “Feasibility”
Regions of DER Aggregates
To highlight the impact of reactive power on DER market
participation via a graphical representation of an NOE, consider four DERs with diverse active-reactive power (P-Q)
characteristics [shown on a pu scale in Figure 7(a)] that are
to be aggregated at a generic upstream node. Although each
DER can operate at any point within their P-Q characteristics, their convex hull can be established by proper selection
of a few boundary points, as shown by the dots in Figure 7.
The aggregated flexibility of the DER, called capability,
is also presented in Figure 7(a), representing a much larger
NOE as compared to the summation of individual DER
envelopes, which demonstrates the benefits of aggregation.
Note that the power import is taken with a positive and the
power export with a negative sign.
As this capability NOE does not account for network constraints, this effectively represents the potential
active–reactive power region (“capability”) of DERs for
commercial purposes as would ideally be deployed by
one or more aggregators. The NOE of the downstream
DERs can also be mathematically derived through a geometric computation approach known as Minkowski summation. The starting point is the description of an active
and reactive power dispatch point for each DER as a position vector in the P-Q space. The Minkowski summation
then performs additions of such vectors over all possible
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figure 7. (a) A capability NOE and (b) a feasibility NOE from DER aggregation.
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Reactive Power (pu)

dispatch combinations of the DERs considered in a given particular market. A new class of “flexibility” NOEs can be
aggregation portfolio. This eventually results in the defined, whose boundaries in the P-Q space delimit the pos“capability” envelope.
sible regions of operation for the DER aggregation while
The aggregated active–reactive power potential of providing a certain service, subject to the relevant temporal
the aggregated DERs subject to network constraints, indi- constraints and starting from a given operating point.
cated here as feasibility, is a smaller NOE and is illustrated in
For example, in the Australian National Electricity MarFigure 7(b), along with the DER-level operating envelopes ket (NEM), “raise” and “lower” FCASs are used to provide
assigned by the DSO, as discussed previously. To properly “upward” and “downward” reserves, respectively. Figure 9
account for network constraints and potential active and reac- illustrates a generic DER aggregate where the fast, slow, and
tive power management strategies, building the “feasibility” delayed FCASs must be delivered within 6 s, 60 s, and 5 min
envelope requires power flow or optimal power flow studies. and last 60 s, 5 min, and 10 min, respectively, again accordA comparison between capability and feasibility NOEs ing to the NEM FCAS market. The size of the NOE mono(shown in Figure 8) reflects the significant reduction in aggre- tonically increases with the response time as more resources
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figure 8. A comparison of the capability and feasibility NOEs shown in Figure 9.
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A feasibility NOE reflects the P-Q
potential of DERs considering network constraints; yet, it lacks the
crucial information regarding the
temporal aspects of flexibility
provision, which is particularly
relevant for the representation
of specific grid services. For
instance, several markets, e.g.,
frequency control ancillary services (FCASs), demand response,
and others, require participants
to respond within a predefined
response time and expect them to
deliver the response for at least a
predefined duration of the service.
Given the diverse nature of
DERs, physical constraints, such
as ramp-rate restrictions of slower
DERs (e.g., diesel generators) and
energy-content limitations of the
distributed storage (e.g., household
batteries), must be considered to
establish the actual DER aggregate potential to participate in a
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figure 9. An example illustrating “flexibility” NOEs used to describe different FCASs
against the “feasibility” NOE.
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can be deployed (started on and ramped up and down) to
deliver the required response. Therefore, starting from a certain operating point, the flexibility NOEs for the faster raise
services are contained inside the envelopes for the slower
services, as shown in Figure 9.
The smaller operating range of reactive power for fast
FCASs (the blue line in Figure 9) reflects the fact that not all
units could start up within the response time of service. Furthermore, the size of the NOE monotonically decreases with
the expected duration of the service as energy-constrained
resources cannot deliver a response for a longer time. For
instance, in Figure 9 this can be seen in the fact that the
“delayed lower” FCAS NOE is relatively smaller than the
“fast and slow lower” FCAS NOEs.

From Concept to Reality:
Challenges and Opportunities
Adopting Operating Envelopes
Traditionally, distribution networks are operated as passive
circuits such that minimal interactions are necessary from
the control rooms. Consequently, to make the transition
from fixed limits to operating envelopes a reality, there are
many challenges that distribution companies are expected
to face, from the data required by the algorithms to the
physical infrastructure into which these concepts will be
integrated. This section explores some of these challenges
(as well as potential avenues to address them) that are likely
to be encountered by distribution companies hoping to
make operating envelopes an integral part of the businessas-usual operation.
✔✔ Adequate network models: The databases of distribution companies often contain incomplete modeling data for power flow analyses, particularly for LV
feeders. For instance, key information, such as the
phase connection of customers and the impedances of
LV conductors, are rarely fully recorded. Fortunately,
thanks to the increasing rollout of smart meters worldwide, as well as ongoing research into data-driven
techniques, reconstructing these missing data is becoming ever more plausible.
✔✔ Forecasting of passive customers at the head of a feeder: The net demand of passive customers will affect
the available capacity in the corresponding LV feeder.
Similarly, as the head-of-feeder voltage sets a reference
point for the entire LV feeder, it will also play an important role in determining the available capacity. Therefore, the accuracy of these forecasts will directly affect
the validity of the calculated operating envelopes.
✔✔ Reactive power considerations: Undoubtedly, reactive
power from modern inverter-based DERs is a valuable
source of flexibility to provide services at the system
level. However, the incorporation of reactive power
into the operating envelopes algorithm is expected to
significantly increase the complexity. This is largely
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due to the combinatorial nature when considering
both active and reactive power as sources of flexibility for the aggregator. For instance, during periods of
voltage-rise issues, absorbing reactive power (importing vars) can help with voltage issues, whereas injecting reactive power (exporting vars) will do the exact
opposite. Therefore, this introduces an inherent tradeoff between allowing more flexibility for aggregators
and the complexity of the modeling behind the operating envelopes algorithm for the distribution company.
✔✔ Speed and scalability: To ensure that operating envelopes can be used in an operational setting in the
control room, the underlying algorithm needs to be
sufficiently fast and able to handle large-scale distribution networks, i.e., thousands of LV feeders at
once. Consequently, ensuring the scalability of the
operating envelope calculation algorithm is one of
the key criteria to enable its successful adoption
by industry.
✔✔ Monitoring infrastructure at the head of a feeder: As
discussed earlier, head-of-feeder measurements are
essential to the algorithm that calculates operating
envelopes. However, the availability of this measurement depends on the infrastructure available to distribution companies. Therefore, this may entail additional monitoring infrastructure to be installed by
distribution companies.
✔✔ Operationalizing SCADA measurements: Real-world
implementation requires operational data of the network (i.e., the inputs, as shown previously). As discussed earlier, depending on the frequency of updating operating envelopes, this can have different
implications on the frequency with which SCADA
measurements of the networks are collected. For instance, in Australia, smart-meter data are typically
collected in the control room twice a day. This means
that additional upgrades to the communication infrastructure may be necessary if a higher data frequency
is required. Nonetheless, the implementation of more
frequent data collection provides a unique opportunity
that allows the distribution company to exploit other
ways of utilizing these data.
✔✔ Ease of implementation: A key factor to accelerate
the industry adoption of advanced solutions is its ease
of implementation. For instance, while specialized
third-party software exists to perform power flow
calculations, using such software requires developing additional interfaces to the existing systems in
the control rooms. Alternatively, a potentially more
implementable approach is through rule-based algorithms using equations that can be implemented in any
programming/scripting language already available in
the control room. This eliminates the need for developing additional interfaces to third-party software,
thus reducing the integration risks.
july/august 2021

✔✔ Commercial product availability: The current prod-

uct market is relatively immature in terms of the offerings of commercial platforms to integrate operating envelopes into the control room. For instance,
data requirements, communication, and interoperability standards for this more-active environment
are not yet well defined. They need to be agreed
upon and developed further in consultation with
the wider industry to ensure replicability. Vendor solutions often focus on managing large-scale
DERs, typically within feeders at higher voltages
(>1 kV), and are structured around a “command and
control” approach. However, this is not suitable for
the concept of operating envelopes as the integration
challenges are within the LV feeders, and the DER
of the active customers is not being directly controlled by the distribution company. Instead, a more
promising mode of operation is a “publish and subscribe” approach, such that aggregators will comply
with the issued operating envelopes by the distribution company. Therefore, this may entail the development of bespoke solutions by distribution companies in initial trials. Implementation experiences
will certainly help to inform and refine the technical
requirements of such products from vendors.
✔✔ Liquidity: The day-to-day operation of a distributionlevel market requires sufficient “liquidity,” which, in
turn, relies on the willingness of DERs to participate in
such markets. Therefore, apart from technological advances, adequate engagement with the customers and
the wider community is also key to make this a reality.

Reactive Power Management to Support
Network and Market Services
The feasibility NOE bounds all possible grid service envelopes. By representing active power import/export limits as
a function of reactive power, calculated from operating envelopes of individual DERs, the feasibility NOE can be used to
quantify the additional network capacity that can be released
through DER reactive power control. The DSO’s use of reactive power compensation devices, on-load tap changers, and
other tools can also access (further) network capacity. Presently, the voltage profile of the network through reactive
power control is not actively managed by the DSO, and there
are many open questions, from reactive power acquisition
and dispatch to understanding DSO incentives and conflicts.
Some of these challenges are described as follows:
✔✔ Business model: The main challenge lies in establishing
a relevant business model for the acquisition of reactive
power from the DER. For example, it must be decided
if a reactive power market should be set up at the distribution level or if reactive power support is contracted
via periodic agreements (e.g., every three months). The
market option might provide more flexibility to aggregators as they can change their reactive power support
july/august 2021

for each market clearance interval, whereas contractual
agreements would provide more certainty to the DSO in
managing network constraints.
✔✔ Reactive power dispatch: A challenge for the DSO is
to decide which resources should be utilized for reactive power dispatch. This is important, for example,
in the case of multiple aggregators, where the market
participation potential of one could be enhanced by
reactive power injection or absorption from another
and could result in some form of “free-riding” effect.
On the other hand, an aggregator could also be penalized by the reactive power control carried out by
another aggregator. Therefore, the DSO must ensure
a fair allocation of costs and benefits across different market stakeholders, such that they pay for added
benefits they receive and are compensated for the lost
opportunity they incur, as relevant.
✔✔ DSO incentives: Incentives need to be in place for the
DSO to manage the network to ensure maximum market participation of aggregators, especially given the
increased complexity of including reactive power in
operating envelope calculation.
✔✔ DSO conflicts of interest: DSO control over reactive power dispatch may create potential conflicts;
for example, the DSO could prioritize reactive power
dispatch for minimizing network losses rather than
increasing aggregator market participation. This highlights the importance of transparency and the need to
develop procedures for the DSO to identify and manage its potential conflicts of interest.

Moving Forward With Trials
The adoption of operating envelopes, coupled with the establishment of a distribution marketplace, is expected to make
it possible for DER owners and aggregators to continue participating in wholesale markets and grid services without distribution companies worrying about poles and wires. This, in
turn, could potentially lead to lower electricity costs, thanks
to cheaper flexibility and fewer investments/augmentation on
the distribution side. But for these concepts and their potential
benefits to become a reality, we need trials that bring together
the complete spectrum of key stakeholders: from DER owners to the aggregator, the distribution company, and, finally,
the system operator. This is crucial in understanding the
future complexity, interactions, and challenges that distribution companies in Australia and around the world will face in
the future to manage widespread DER adoption while making the most of the existing electricity infrastructure.
One notable example is the Energy Demand and Generation Exchange (EDGE) project in Australia. The EDGE
project (started in 2020) was funded for three years by the
Australian Renewable Energy Agency and has as key participants Australian Energy Market Operator (system operator), AusNet Services (distribution company), Mondo (DER
aggregator), and the University of Melbourne (research and
ieee power & energy magazine
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EDGE Project Fact Sheet
Key details of project EDGE are presented. All dollar values are reported adopting the conversion rate of
AU$1→US$0.77.
• Total cost: US$21.6 million.
• Project length: Three years.
• Project website: www.arena.gov.au/projects/victor
ian-distributed-energy-resources-marketplace-trial/.
• Customers involved: From ~50 (initial stage) to ~1,000
(final stage).
• Customer types: Residential, commercial, and industrial.
• Infrastructure
network analytics platform
˚  distribution
  bottom-up services and market platform
˚  distributed energy resource (DER) aggregation
˚ platform

˚  central communication and data-exchange hub.

• Services explored

demand relief
˚  peak
capital expenditure deferral
˚  feeder
  quality of supply management
˚  customer impact reduction from planned outages
˚  feeder automation enhancement during unplanned
˚ outages.
• Key partners and participants

•

Australian Energy Market Operator
˚  leader:
  industry: AusNet Services, Mondo Power
˚   academia: University of Melbourne, Deakin University
˚  management: Nous Group.
˚Areas of study: Engineering, economics, and social
sciences.

development). “EDGE Project Fact Sheet” presents key
aspects of the project.
Within the EDGE project, the main task involves the
research and development of a practical, end-to-end solution that allows distribution companies, aggregators, and
(transmission) system operators to trial operating envelopes.
The project also aims to demonstrate and evaluate the role
of reactive power in unlocking distribution network capacity
for (active power) market participation and the provision of
different grid services. Throughout the life of the project,
several real-world demonstrators will be established across
the Hume region of Victoria (the only state in Australia with
full deployment of smart meters) to assess how operating
envelopes can be used to unlock network-aware bottom-up
flexibility. The knowledge gained throughout the EDGE and
similar projects is expected to inform the wider community
on how to adequately operate such markets, where services
are originating from the edge of the grid.
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